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The Bermuda Triangle  

Paul Solomon Reading 0786A – L – 0639A – FA – 0001 – MM, New York, New York, March 26, 1976  

Question: Please tell us the whereabouts of this soul. She was reported lost in the Bermuda 
Triangle area.  

Answer 1: Yes, we have contact with the pattern of these. Passed with a number of these into 
what might best for you be described as another dimension. See it in this manner.  

For the transference, the experience unlike the experience of death in some particular. There 
will be a need to understand, for you, that there are other dimensions other than you own or 
worlds co-existent in time and space, with yours. Conditions are similar in many respects, so 
that one would find himself in another world relating to new experiences very similar to Earth 
experiences.  

Not so far removed from the feelings, the sensations, the emotions and such of your plane. Not 
at all like the passing from the material into the etheric or the spiritual, for the bodies are taken.  

That is, she is in the body with others, though removed to another dimension. Caused 
considerable confusion in the passing. Considerable confusion for the manner of passing of 
these.  

For essentially that which occurred is a change in the rate of vibration. It is not that one would 
lay down the body and leave it, as in the experience of God’s other door that you call death. For 
the death experience would separate one from the feeling and sensation of the physical into a 
world you might best describe as thought form. So that one would still experience having a 
body, but not the abilities and sensations and such of the physical body as you know it.  

In the situation of these who passed with their vehicle, for it was taken as well through the 
change of rate of vibration, there is found suddenly a new world, a new experience. Her point of 
reference was assisted by those who passed with her. That is, one passing alone through such 
an experience would be considerably more confused. Very difficult to describe for you and your 
point of references, your frame of reference, that which occurred. But might best be seen in this 
manner.  

That it were as if the vehicle passed simply through a cloud and into another experience. No 
violence, nor pain or such, though a strange feeling of a change of rate of vibration. Was the 
only point of reference, and it was for many weeks simply as if they were lost and attempting to 
find their point of reference on this new Earth in which they found themselves. Took 
considerable time for them to learn they were in a different dimension and in a different world. 
And caused some confusion among those others occupying that plane in attempting to 
understand where they came from. They were treated for some time in a hospital setting there 
in attempt to remember their past. For their past seemed to them then like the dream. They are 
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adjusting them to the conditions to their experience there, but those who’ve received them do 
not understand that from which they came.  

Now as to karmic implications and growth and such of these experiences, these are among 
those in Atlantis who set these conditions in motion and found it necessary then to experience 
the results of their actions. Then this is a direct result of that set in motion by her and the others 
in the periods of constructing that very instrument that was a catalyst in this change for them. 
They will go through experiences of adjusting to the confusion of this new world and from that 
lifetime, will pass much as you do from this lifetime into experiences beyond.  

To attempt to satisfy the questions concerning her, she does still live, still exist in the body. And 
the appearance very much like that in the passing with the exception of having grown and such, 
just as on your plane. Not an experience of death, and will occur quite naturally from that plane. 
Not aware of the family. Not in contact with those about, you see. This is the nature of the 
transference.  

Now that is sufficient. We are through. 
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